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(57) ABSTRACT 

Apparatuses and methods for facilitating participation in a 
gaming activity. A reel configuration of a plurality of reels 
is presented, where each of the reels includes one or more 
asSociated gaming Symbols. The presentation of the gaming 
Symbols is modified on the plurality of reels, Such as by 
Spinning the reels or otherwise changing which Symbols are 
presented on the reels. A replacement reel is presented, to 
Supersede or otherwise Supplant at least one of the gaming 
Symbols of the reel configuration. Results of the gaming 
activity are established using the gaming Symbols of the 
plurality of reels and the replacement reel. The result is 
thereby based on a resulting presentation of Symbols that 
includes both the Symbols of the primary reel configuration 
and the Symbol(s) of the replacement reel(s). 
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REPLACEMENT REEL GAMING DEVICE AND 
METHOD 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims the benefit of Provisional 
Patent Application Ser. No. 60/609,133, filed on Sep. 10, 
2004, to which priority is claimed pursuant to 35 U.S.C. S 
119(e), and is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent applica 
tion Ser. No. 10/939,122, filed on Sep. 10, 2004, both of 
which are hereby incorporated by reference in their entire 
ties. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 This invention relates in general to gaming systems 
and processes, and more particularly to gaming Systems and 
processes employing one or more SuperSeding reels that 
replace one or more base game play reels and/or positions. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0.003 Gaming devices such as slot machines have been in 
use in the U.S. for over a century. Notwithstanding the 
similarity of the symbols and reels associated with the slot 
machines of both today and yesteryear, modern day Slot 
machine implementations are markedly different than their 
mechanical ancestors. This dramatic implementation dispar 
ity results primarily from the advent of computers and Video 
capabilities. These additional capabilities provide for a 
greater range of implementation possibilities for the creative 
and innovative games devised by their creators. While a 
primary motivator for people to play gaming devices may be 
the chance to win monetary or other prizes (in the case of 
legalized gambling), the intrigue and excitement of playing 
these newly created machines plays a significant role in 
luring gaming participants to these gaming devices. It is 
therefore important in the gaming industry that gaming 
innovations be rolled out to the participating public. 
0004 Conventionally, participation in standard slot 
machines involves initiating rotation or “Spinning” of mul 
tiple reels, and allowing the machine to randomly Stop the 
reel rotation to reveal Symbols on one or more paylines. If 
the Symbols on that payline(s) correspond to a predeter 
mined Symbol combination, the participant wins an amount 
corresponding to the particular Symbol combination. For 
multi-lined paylines, a coin or other token may be played for 
any one or more of the available paylines, and each of the 
paylines may provide a winning payout. A pay table may 
inform players of the winning Symbol combinations for that 
machine, and what each Symbol combination pays based on 
the number of coins allocated for the Spin. 
0005. It is a continual effort in the gaming industry to 
develop ways to attract and captivate players in playing 
gaming machines, Such as slot games. One Such manner of 
Stimulating interest and heightening excitement has been 
through the use of “bonus' events. Bonus events or other 
Secondary gaming activities are used to attract playerS and 
maintain player interest at a gaming machine. Abonus game 
is typically an additional gaming activity that is enabled by 
a bonus-qualifying event from an underlying or primary 
gaming activity. Generally, a predetermined symbol, com 
bination of Symbols, or other predetermined event in an 
underlying or primary game may result in the player being 
awarded one or more bonus games. Often the bonus event 
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has a much higher probability of winning, thereby instilling 
a great interest by players in being awarded bonus events. 
0006 Existing gaming activities employ special symbols, 
Such as wild Symbols or multipliers, to increase the excite 
ment by providing the appearance of an increased chance of 
winning. Generally, wild Symbols or other special Symbols 
are provided as part of the physical or virtual (i.e. electronic/ 
Video) reel Strip, and consequently simply represent another 
symbol on the reel strip. While this has appeal, it is limited 
in its ability to provide an element of Suspense or anticipa 
tion. 

0007. The present invention addresses such shortcomings 
of the prior art, in either or both Standard and bonus modes 
of play. The present invention provides gaming participants 
with an exciting, Visually appealing manner of presenting 
auxiliary Symbols in an otherwise fixed Symbol Set, and can 
be applied acroSS a nearly limitleSS Variety of gaming 
activities. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008 To overcome limitations in the prior art described 
above, and to overcome other limitations that will become 
apparent upon reading and understanding the present speci 
fication, the present invention discloses a gaming activity 
and a manner of providing and participating in Such a 
gaming activity. Embodiments of the present invention 
provide a slot game event where a mechanical or Video 
display grid with a number of grid positions is displayed to 
a game player, where one or more SuperSeding reels replace 
base game grid positions. 

0009. In accordance with one embodiment of the inven 
tion, a method is provided for facilitating participation in a 
gaming activity. The method involves presenting a reel 
configuration of a plurality of reels, where each of the reels 
includes one or more associated gaming Symbols. The 
presentation of the gaming Symbols is modified on the 
plurality of reels, Such as by Spinning the reels or otherwise 
changing which Symbols are presented on the reels. A 
replacement reel is presented, to Supersede or otherwise 
Supplant at least one of the gaming Symbols of the reel 
configuration. Results of the gaming activity are established 
using the gaming Symbols of the plurality of reels and the 
replacement reel. In this manner, the result is based on a 
resulting presentation of Symbols that includes both the 
Symbols of the primary reel configuration and the Symbol(s) 
of the replacement reel. 
0010. In various embodiments, the replacement reel may 
include a Single symbol, or may include multiple Symbols 
whereby at least one of the replacement symbols of the 
replacement reel is presented to represent a current State of 
the replacement reel. 

0011. In one embodiment, the method further includes 
moving the replacement reel about at least a portion of the 
reel configuration, and stopping the movement of the 
replacement reel proximate at least one of the gaming 
Symbols to establish its SuperSeding position. Further, mov 
ing the replacement reel may include moving a visual 
depiction of the replacement reel as an overlay relative to the 
reel configuration. In other embodiments, presenting a reel 
configuration includes presenting a video reel configuration 
having multiple Video reels, and presenting a replacement 
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reel involves presenting a video replacement reel as an 
overlay relative to the Video reel configuration. 

0012. In yet other embodiments, presenting a reel con 
figuration may involve presenting a mechanical reel con 
figuration having multiple mechanical reels. In Such an 
embodiment, presenting a replacement reel to Supersede a 
gaming Symbol(s) involves presenting a Video or mechanical 
replacement reel independent of the mechanical reel con 
figuration, and distinguishing the gaming Symbol(s) to be 
Superseded by the Video or mechanical replacement reel 
from remaining gaming Symbols of the mechanical reel 
configuration. 

0013 Embodiments of Such a method involve variations 
of replacement reel Symbols. For example, the replacement 
reel may include gaming Symbols of the same Set of gaming 
Symbols associated with the reels of the reel configuration. 
In Such case, an optional implementation involves providing 
those same Symbols on the replacement reel Such that a 
Statistical probability of presenting a particular gaming 
Symbol on the replacement reel differs from a Statistical 
probability of presenting the same particular gaming Symbol 
on the reels of the reel configuration. In other embodiments, 
the replacement reel may include at least Some, or all, 
gaming Symbols different than the gaming Symbols associ 
ated with the reels of the reel configuration. The replacement 
reel gaming Symbols may include bonus Symbols Such as 
multipliers, and/or wild symbols, etc. In still other embodi 
ments, a termination symbol(s) may be provided on the 
replacement reel, where presenting the SuperSeding reel 
involves presenting the replacement reel for the gaming 
activity until presentation of the termination symbol(s). 
0.014. Such a method may be implemented in a primary 
gaming event, and/or a bonus gaming event. Further, the 
replacement reel may ultimately present a single Symbol, or 
may present multiple Symbols acroSS multiple paylines. 

0.015 Further, each of these characteristics of the replace 
ment reel may be equally applied to embodiments involving 
a plurality of Such replacement reels. 

0016. In accordance with another embodiment of the 
invention, a gaming method is provided whereby a game is 
presented that includes primary grid elements (e.g., multiple 
locations where gaming Symbols may be collectively or 
individually presented). A secondary grid element is pro 
Vided that includes Secondary game Symbols, where the 
plurality of Secondary game Symbols include a stop Symbol 
(which may include further stop symbols). The secondary 
grid element is associated with at least one of the primary 
grid elements. Game Symbols in each of the primary grid 
elements are presented in at least those primary grid ele 
ments not associated with the Secondary grid element. At 
least one Secondary game Symbol, randomly Selected from 
the plurality of Secondary game Symbols, is presented in the 
Secondary grid element. The game player is provided an 
award (which may be nothing) according to a pay table 
based on the game Symbols in each of the primary grid 
elements not associated with the Secondary grid element, in 
combination with the presented Secondary game Symbol. 
This may continue until a Stop symbol is presented in the 
Secondary grid element. 

0.017. In accordance with more specific embodiments, 
Such a method may further include repeatedly moving the 
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asSociation of the Secondary grid element from its current 
asSociated primary grid element to a different primary grid 
element, Such as between Subsequent presentations of Sym 
bols and Subsequent awardings. Other embodiments include 
that where the primary grid elements to not change between 
changes of the Symbols of the replacement reel(s), i.e., the 
replacement reel(s) moves to different locations where 
results can be determined in connection with temporarily 
Static primary grid elements. 

0018. In accordance with another embodiment of the 
invention, a gaming method involves at least defining a 
bonus event trigger; presenting a base game having a 
plurality of primary grid elements, and initiating a bonus 
event in response to an occurrence of the bonus event 
trigger. The method further includes providing one or more 
Secondary grid elements, associating the Secondary grid 
elements with one or more of the primary grid elements, 
presenting base game Symbols in each of the primary grid 
elements, and presenting a randomly Selected Secondary 
game Symbol in each of the Secondary grid elements, where 
the randomly Selected Secondary game Symbol is Selected 
from at least one Stop Symbol and at least one additional 
Symbol. The player is awarded according to a pay table 
based on the presented base game Symbols in combination 
with the presented Secondary game Symbols. The bonus 
event is exited upon presentation of the Stop symbol(s) 
presented in the Secondary grid elements, and the player is 
returned to the base game. 

0019. In accordance with other embodiments of the 
invention, a gaming apparatus hosting a gaming activity, 
where the gaming apparatus includes a video or mechanical 
display grid including various primary grid elements which 
each include a plurality of primary game Symbols, and at 
least one Secondary grid element having a plurality of 
Secondary game Symbols. The apparatus further includes a 
processor configured to present the primary and Secondary 
grid elements, present the Secondary grid element(s) as a 
replacement element(s) to at least one of the primary grid 
elements, and to determine results of the gaming activity 
based on the primary game Symbols in conjunction with one 
or more Secondary game Symbols of the replacement ele 
ment(s). 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0020. The invention is described in connection with the 
representative embodiments illustrated in the following dia 
grams. 

0021 FIG. 1 is a representative example of a slot game 
grid that may be presented on a slot game display incorpo 
rating a replacement reel in accordance with the present 
invention; 

0022 FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment in which physical or virtual reel Strips are associated 
with a slot game in accordance with embodiments of the 
invention; 

0023 FIG. 3 illustrates a display screen employing 
roaming reels that replace base game play positions in 
accordance with embodiments of the present invention; 

0024 FIGS. 4A and 4B illustrate embodiments of gam 
ing methods in accordance with the present invention; 
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0025 FIGS. 5 and 6 illustrate additional embodiments of 
gaming methodologies in accordance with the present inven 
tion; 
0.026 FIG. 7 is an embodiment of a casino-style gaming 
device in which the principles of the present invention may 
be applied; and 
0.027 FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a representative 
computing System capable of carrying out operations in 
accordance with embodiments of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENTS 

0028. This document contains material that is subject to 
copyright protection. The copyright owner has no objection 
to the facsimile reproduction by anyone of the patent docu 
ment or the patent disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and 
Trademark Office patent file or records, but otherwise 
reserves all copyright rights whatsoever. 
0029. In the following description of the invention, ref 
erence is made to the accompanying drawings, which form 
a part hereof, and in which is shown by way of illustration 
the specific embodiment in which the invention may be 
practiced. It is to be understood that other embodiments may 
be utilized, as Structural and operational changes may be 
made without departing from the Scope of the present 
invention. 

0030 Generally, the present invention is directed to a 
method and apparatus for facilitating participation in a 
gaming activity, Such as that played on a slot machine or 
other computing apparatus. For example, a slot game may 
include multiple “reels,” where such reels may be in video 
(electronic) and/or mechanical (physical) form. Each reel 
includes one or more gaming Symbols, and may present one, 
two, or more Such Symbols when the respective reel has 
Stopped spinning or has otherwise changed from a previous 
State. In connection with the reels changing to this new State, 
a replacement reel(s) is presented. The replacement reel(s) 
includes multiple gaming Symbols, which may have Some, 
all, or no symbols in common with the symbols on the 
Standard reels. The replacement reel in essence Supersedes 
or otherwise replaces at least one of the gaming Symbols of 
the Standard reels. For example, the replacement reel may 
ultimately present a Single Symbol from its associated physi 
cal or virtual reel Strip, or may ultimately present multiple 
Symbols (e.g., the reel strip presenting three adjacent Sym 
bols). The presented symbol or symbols of the replacement 
reel thus takes the place of a corresponding number of 
symbols at some location of the standard reels. Results of the 
gaming activity are then determined using the gaming 
Symbols of the standard reels and the replacement reel(s). 
0031. Other particular embodiments may involve utiliz 
ing the replacement reel for a particular time, Such as until 
a termination Symbol is presented on the replacement reel. 
For example, one embodiment involves presenting a pri 
mary display grid, including mechanical and/or electronic 
implementations, with a number of primary grid elements to 
a game player. 
0032. One or more secondary grid elements having sec 
ondary game Symbols, including at least one Stop Symbol, 
are associated with one or more of the primary grid ele 
ments. Game Symbols are presented in each of the primary 
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grid elements not associated with the one or more Secondary 
grid elements. One Secondary game Symbol, randomly 
Selected from the Secondary game Symbols, is presented in 
the Secondary grid element. The game player is awarded 
according to the game Symbols in each of the primary grid 
elements and the Secondary game Symbol. The gaming 
method and/or bonus game may be stopped in response to 
presentation of the Stop Symbol in the Secondary grid 
element. Presenting the Secondary game Symbol may 
involve repetitively displaying each of the Secondary game 
Symbols in the Secondary grid element prior to the random 
Selection Secondary game Symbol finally displayed. 
0033. The present invention, as described more fully 
below, is applicable to a variety of gaming activities that are 
played on a gaming machine, including slot games Such as 
reel slots and Video slots, electronic poker and other elec 
tronic card games, keno, bingo, craps, dice, roulette, etc. The 
present invention is, however, described in large part in the 
present description in terms of Slot machines to facilitate an 
understanding of the invention. While the invention is 
particularly advantageous in the context of Slot machines, 
the invention is equally applicable to other gaming activities 
of chance as will be readily apparent to those of skill in the 
art from the description provided herein. 
0034) Further, the present invention may be provided in 
either a Standard mode of play, and/or in connection with a 
bonus mode of play. More particularly, one embodiment in 
which the principles of the present invention are particularly 
beneficial includes at least one Standard gaming activity, and 
at least one bonus activity. For example, in the context of 
Slot machines, a Standard gaming activity may include the 
normal slot game in which the participant places a wager, 
initiates Spinning the mechanical or electronic/video slot 
game reels, and collects payouts upon the occurrence of one 
of a plurality of predetermined winning Symbol combina 
tions. A bonus activity is an activity that is often different 
from the Standard gaming activity, and generally occurs only 
at certain times. In other words, where the Standard gaming 
activity is the gaming activity that is presented to the 
participant automatically in connection with play of the 
gaming device, a bonus activity is not automatically pre 
Sented to the participant. Rather, the bonus activity is 
generally a special occurrence awarded to the participant for 
an incident resulting from Standard gaming play. For 
example, a bonus event may be awarded to a slot game 
participant if a resulting Symbol combination occurring 
during Standard slot game activity corresponds to a symbol 
combination determined in advance to result in a bonus 
event award. As is described more fully below, the present 
invention provides a gaming activity that may be used in 
connection with a primary gaming activity, and/or a Second 
ary gaming activity Such as a bonus event. Thus, while 
various embodiments of the present invention describe 
aspects of the invention in connection with a bonus event, 
those skilled in the art will readily appreciate from the 
description provided herein that the invention may be uti 
lized in a standard mode of play (e.g., a primary gaming 
activity/ies), and/or one or more Secondary gaming activi 
ties. 

0035 FIGS. 1-3 provide examples of gaming systems 
employing one or more replacement reels that replace base 
game play positions in accordance with embodiments of the 
invention. In order to provide an understanding of the 
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operation of the invention, FIG. 1 illustrates a representative 
example of a slot game grid 100 that may be presented on 
a slot game display 102. The slot game grid 100 may be 
presented in video and/or mechanical form. When in video 
form, the display 102 may represent a display apparatus, 
Such as a monitor or other electronic display device. In 
mechanical embodiments, the display 102 represents the 
Visual aggregation of the mechanical reels. 
0036) Different slot games may exhibit a variety of 
different reel characteristics and display formats. For 
example, Some slot games include a conventional three-reel 
configuration traditionally used in mechanical-reel Slot 
machines. In a three-reel configuration, three reels each 
having an associated reel Strip of Symbols rotate vertically as 
Viewed by the participant. The reels Stop at random loca 
tions, thereby presenting the participant with one or more 
paylines of potentially winning Symbol combinations, poS 
sibly depending on the amount wagered by the participant. 
In more recent times, this display formats have changed 
Significantly, largely due to the ability to present electronic 
reels on a display Screen. This has resulted in a variety of 
different reel formats, including greater quantities of Verti 
cally rotating electronic reels, greater numbers of paylines, 
and paylines that are vertical, diagonal, mixed, and/or the 
traditional horizontal paylines. The present invention is 
applicable with any reel configuration, including Symmetric 
and asymmetric configurations of reels and/or grids. There 
fore, the slot game grid 100 of FIG. 1 is shown as having an 
indeterminate number of rows and columns, which can 
accordingly represent an indeterminate number of reels, 
paylines, and the like. It should be recognized that the grid 
may be provided using electronic means Such as Video, 
and/or via mechanical means Such as physical reels and 
asSociated reel Strips. 
0037. The slot game grid 100 of FIG. 1 includes a 
number of rows, which may represent different paylines. 
However, rows do not necessarily correspond to paylines in 
accordance with the present invention, paylines may be any 
predetermined combination of display elements, and may 
include Scatter payS or other paylines as known in the art. 
Each row includes one or more display elements. The first 
row illustrated in FIG. 1 includes display elements 110, 112, 
114, through Some number of display elements represented 
by display element 118. Similarly, a second row includes 
display elements 120, 122, 124 through 128, and a third row 
includes display elements 130, 132, 134 through 138. 
Depending on the number of display elements, rows, pay 
lines, etc., additional rows may be provided through a final 
row depicted by display elements 140, 142, 144 through 
148. Thus, FIG. 1 is intended to represent a generic slot 
game grid having any number or combination of display 
elements. 

0.038. In accordance with an exemplary embodiment of 
the present invention, a predetermined pattern, number of 
Symbols, or other predetermined Symbol configuration will 
initiate a Secondary mode of play, referred to herein as a 
bonus mode of play or bonus event. The bonus event can be 
initiated by a certain Symbol combination arising on any of 
the paylines of the slot game grid 100, or by a certain 
predetermined Symbol combination arising anywhere on the 
grid 100. 
0.039 A secondary grid element 150 is associated with 
one of the primary grid elements. For example, in FIG. 1, 
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the secondary grid element 150 is associated with the 
display element 132 of the slot game grid 100. The “asso 
ciation' may be indicated by overlaying the Secondary grid 
element 150 over the display element 132 and obscuring it, 
by blanking or blacking out the display element 132, by 
outlining the display element 132 using lights, or using other 
identifying mechanisms. 
0040. The secondary grid element 150 has a secondary 
Set of gaming Symbols associated with Secondary reel Seg 
ments 151, 152, 153, etc. In the illustrated embodiment, the 
Secondary set of gaming Symbols includes a 2x (i.e. multiply 
by two) symbol 151, a 3x symbol 152, and a stop symbol 
153. Any of these symbols may ultimately be presented in 
the secondary grid element 150. For example, these second 
ary reel segments 151, 152, 153 may be associated with a 
Virtual or physical reel Strip which can "spin' in Secondary 
grid element 150. When the spinning stops, one of the 
Symbols associated with the Secondary reel Segments 151, 
152, 153 is presented in secondary grid element 150. In 
accordance with the present invention, this presented Sym 
bol (or symbols) in the secondary grid element 150 super 
Sedes or otherwise Supplants whatever Symbol (or Symbols) 
was presented in the slot game grid 100. For example, in the 
embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1, a presented symbol in the 
secondary grid element 150 Supersedes the symbol other 
wise presented at location 132. 
0041. In a video embodiment of the invention, the sec 
ondary grid element 150 is presented as a “floating” reel to 
the game player. In other words, Secondary grid element 150 
moves about the grid 100 which may occur, for example, 
during or after spinning of the reels of the primary grid 100. 
For example, the Slot game grid 100 presents a Set of 
Symbols to the game player, and the Secondary grid element 
150 may continue to Spinas it roams about the slot game grid 
100. The secondary grid element 150 stops at a display 
element, Such as the display element 132. After the roaming 
reel stops at the display element 132, a Symbol is randomly 
Selected from the Secondary Set of gaming Symbols, Such as 
the 3x symbol 152, and is presented to the game player. The 
player is than awarded based on the slot game grid 100 with 
the 3x symbol 152 at the display element 132. In one 
embodiment, such symbols may represent “wild” symbols 
and also exhibit a multiplier value such as 3x (multiplier of 
three). Thus, if the wild symbol now positioned at location 
132 (i.e. Superseding the symbol at location 132) results in 
a winning payline(s), the result is multiplied by three. On the 
other hand, if the 2x wild symbol 151 had been presented in 
the secondary grid element 150, the award(s) for the result 
ing payline(s) would be multiplied by two. In one embodi 
ment, the Secondary grid element 150 continues to roam 
about the grid for additional gaming activities until the 
secondary grid element 150 is terminated by way of pre 
sentation of a stop symbol, such as stop symbol 153. In an 
embodiment where the invention is implemented in the 
Standard mode of play, there may be no Such stop Symbol. 
0042. After a replacement symbol (e.g., 151, 152, 153, 
etc.) has been used to Supplant a slot game grid 100 
Symbol(s), the game may continue in several variations. For 
example, the slot game grid 100 may retain the existing 
Symbols, and the roaming reel may start to Spin again and 
move to another element of the slot game grid 100 for 
another payout. In other embodiments, all the reels may 
again Spin, and the roaming reel may roam, or remain 
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Stationary. In other embodiments, the roaming reel may 
remain Stationary with its current Symbol, as the Slot game 
grid 100 reels spin again. In further embodiments, the 
Secondary grid element 150 spins as it roams, and repeatedly 
Stops at display elements of the slot game grid 100 and 
awards winning outcomes until the Secondary grid element 
150 randomly selects the stop symbol 153. 

0043. In one embodiment of the invention, the standard 
mode of play may implement a first Set of physical or 
electronic (e.g., virtual) reel Strips, and the bonus mode of 
play may implement a different Set of reel Strips, where each 
reel Strip provides a Symbol Set. Further, the Standard mode 
of play may implement physical or virtual reel Strips where 
multiple Sequential Symbols of the reel Strip is provided on 
multiple paylines during the Standard mode of play. For 
example, referring to FIG. 2, a slot machine 200 is shown 
in accordance with the present invention. In this example, 
the slot machine 200 includes three paylines, shown as a 
payline-1202, a payline-2204, and a payline-3206. The reel 
strips associated with the slot machine 200 may be provided 
as physical Strips having Symbols imprinted thereon, Such 
that the Stopping point of the reel Strip determines which 
symbols will fall on the paylines 202, 204, 206. For 
example, a first reel strip, RS-1210 includes a series of 
Symbols. This reel Strip, when Stopped, presents a group of 
symbols on the paylines 202, 204, 206. More particularly, 
the Symbol group 212A is presented acroSS payline-1202, 
payline-2204, and payline-3206 as seen on the slot machine 
200 as symbol group 212B. Analogously, the symbol group 
214A of RS-2216 is presented across paylines 202,204, 206 
as symbol group 214B on the slot machine 200; and the 
symbol group 218A of RS-3220 is presented across paylines 
202, 204, 206 as symbol group 218B on the slot machine 
200. The same may hold true for virtual reel strips, where the 
order of the symbols on the virtual reel strip may be carried 
over to the order of the Symbols presented acroSS the 
paylines. 

0044) It should be noted that the particular reel strips, 
number of Symbols, and type of Symbols presented on the 
reel strips 210, 216, 220 may differ in various embodiments. 
For example, each of the reel Strips can include a different 
Symbol Set altogether, rather than having Symbols from a 
common symbol set such as illustrated in FIG. 2. Further, 
the Symbols associated with any of the reel Strips may 
change. For example, after each “Spin' in the bonus mode 
one or more Symbols or delineators may be changed, added, 
and/or removed in order to move wild symbols and/or other 
Symbols as they roam in accordance with embodiments of 
the present invention. 
0.045. In the example of FIG. 2, a predetermined symbol 
RR initiates the bonus activity. The symbol RR is shown on 
the payline 204 of the symbol group 214B. It should be 
noted that any predetermined Symbol and/or combination of 
Symbols may initiate the bonus activity, as well as any 
number of Such Symbols arising (e.g., one, two, etc.). 
0046) The roaming/floating reel feature may alterna 
tively, or additionally, be integrated into a slots base game 
rather than a bonus game. The floating reel could use a reel 
Strip composed of symbols similar to all of the Standard reels 
in the game but with higher or lower probabilities of being 
presented. For instance, the floating reel could use a reel 
Strip that contains Symbols corresponding to at least Some of 
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the symbols of the primary reel strips 210, 216, 220, but 
having a higher instance of Symbols that can produce higher 
payout results. AS another example, the floating reel 230 
may include a higher number of wild symbols than in the 
base game, or may include all wild Symbols. In another 
embodiment when used in the Standard mode of play, the 
floating reel 230 may include a higher number of symbols 
used to trigger a bonus event. In other embodiments, Some 
or all of the symbols in the floating reel 230 may be different 
than those in the primary game (e.g., all multipliers). 
0047. Further, roaming reel(s) may be delineated by 
indications external to the "reels.” In other embodiments of 
the present invention, the reel strips 210, 216, 220 may 
continue to use the original Symbols, and the roaming reel(s) 
may be associated with the reel strips 210, 216, 220 using, 
for example, lighting or other method of indicating positions 
to the player as the game progresses. For example, in a 
physical reel embodiment, Such as is illustrated in FIG. 2, a 
reel Strip 230, corresponding to a roaming reel (RR), may be 
provided by the slot machine 200. For ease of description, 
such a RR will be referred to herein as a “floating reel” or 
"roaming reel,” which are used interchangeably herein. A 
Symbol group 225A is presented acroSS payline-1202, pay 
line-2204, and payline-3206 as seen on the slot machine 200 
as a symbol group 225B. All three symbols of the symbol 
group 225B may be displayed on the slot machine 200, or 
fewer may be displayed. For example, only a display ele 
ment 240 from the symbol group 225B may be visible to the 
player. 

0048 ASSume for purposes of example the display ele 
ment 240 presents a Single Symbol to the game player. The 
game player Starts a game, and the reel Strips 210, 216, 220 
stop as indicated in FIG. 2, with the RR symbol on payline 
2204 of the symbol group 214B. The RR indicates to the 
player that the roaming reel Strip 230 becomes active, and 
the reel 230 starts to spin, either independently or upon the 
next play by the game player. The reel 230 then stops and 
randomly Selects a Symbol, Such as the 3x symbol displayed 
in the display element 240. The 3x symbol is presented at the 
display element 240, which in essence replaces the Symbol 
at the payline-2204 position of the base reel symbol group 
214B, as indicated by the RR symbol. Paylines, scatter pays, 
or other pay methodologies may then be determined using 
the symbol provided by the display element 240 in combi 
nation with the base reel symbol group 214B. The reel 230 
then Starts to Spin again, either independently or upon the 
next play by the game player, and repetitively Stops, ran 
domly Selects a Symbol, and provides winning payouts, until 
a stop symbol is selected by the reel 230, returning the player 
to the base mode of play. 
0049. In other embodiments, the roaming reel 230 may 
present multiple Symbols when it stops Spinning, Such as 
two, three, or more Symbols. For example, in one embodi 
ment, the roaming reel 230 may stop spinning and present 
three Symbols, Such as the Symbol group 225B, that replace 
the three adjacent base reel positions, Such as the base reel 
symbol group 214B. Other embodiments include multiple 
roaming reels, having the same or different numbers of 
resulting Symbols. 

0050 Referring now to FIG. 3, a video gaming embodi 
ment in accordance with the present invention is presented. 
In this example, a video display screen 300 is provided. The 
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Video display Screen may be implemented in a variety of 
manners, including electronically represented with outputs 
shown on conventional electronic displayS, Such as a liquid 
crystal displays (LCD), dot matrix, plasma, CRT, LED, 
electro-luminescent display, or generally any type of Video 
display known in the art. 
0051) The display screen 300 of the embodiment illus 
trated in FIG. 3 includes a grid 301 including a plurality of 
video display elements. In the illustrated embodiment, the 
grid 301 includes five vertical virtual reels 302, 304,306, 
308, and 310 that rotate vertically. However, in a video 
display environment, the electronic reels need not rotate 
Vertically, but may rotate horizontally along rows, or each 
display element may rotate independently of other display 
elements. In this example it is assumed that the electronic 
reels rotate vertically and in groups defined by reels 302, 
304,306, 308, and 310. 
0052. In the standard mode of play, the reels 302, 304, 
306, 308, and 310 are electronically rotated. The reels are 
randomly stopped pursuant to operation of a random number 
generator (RNG) or other random operation engine. Win 
ning Symbol combinations may be presented along a number 
of different paylines. The example of FIG. 3 includes three 
paylines, shown as payline-1321, payline-2323, and payline 
3329. Additional paylines could be implemented such as 
along columns, diagonally, Scatter pay, or any other prede 
termined pattern, particularly where the Standard mode of 
play randomly Selects Symbols at each display element 
rather than providing a continuous reel Strip for each col 
umn. In this example, payline-1321 includes display ele 
ments 330, 332, 334, 336, and 338. Payline-2323 includes 
display elements 340,342,344,346, and 348. Payline-3329 
includes display elements 350, 352, 354, 356, and 358. 
0.053 While the participant may win credits by obtaining 
predetermined Symbol combinations along paylines 321, 
323, 329, during the standard mode of play, the present 
invention also Supports a bonus mode of play. Any prede 
termined Symbol criteria may be used to invoke the bonus 
mode of play. For example, the criteria may be one or more 
predetermined symbols Stopping at predetermined locations 
in the display element grid 301. An example is at least one 
predetermined Symbol Stopping in each of the reels 302, 
304, 306, 308, and 310. Another exemplary criteria is a 
predetermined number of a predetermined symbol, regard 
less of where on the grid 301 these predetermined symbols 
present themselves. AS will be readily apparent to those 
skilled in the art from the foregoing description, a wide 
variety of options may be implemented to invoke a bonus 
mode in accordance with embodiments of the invention. 

0.054 For purposes of discussion, it is assumed that the 
present example implements a bonus mode, and that the 
criteria used to invoke the bonus mode is a predetermined 
symbol being presented in each of the reels 302,304, 306, 
308, and 310. In this embodiment of a roaming reel in 
accordance with the present invention, one or more floating 
reels 310 may be provided to serve as a manner of providing 
roaming wild symbols/positions. The floating reels 310 may 
be mechanical and/or electronic reels, and may include any 
desired symbols, which may or may not include “wild” 
Symbols/positions. 

0.055 For example, in an electronic embodiment, one or 
more video “reels” may be provided that roams about a 
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Symmetric or asymmetric grid. The roaming reel 310 Spins 
(e.g., in a video embodiment presents an appearance of 
Spinning), and roams to a particular grid location(s) where it 
Stops. The roaming reel 310 may stop spinning, and present 
one or more Symbols to Supplant grid positions that would 
otherwise be provided via the base reels. Where the roaming 
reel 310 ultimately presents one symbol, one base reel 
position is then replaced by the roaming reel310 symbol. In 
other embodiments, the roaming reel 310 may present 
multiple Symbols when it stops Spinning, Such as two, three, 
or more Symbols. For example, in one embodiment, the 
roaming reel 310 may stop Spinning and present two Sym 
bols that replace two adjacent base reel positions. Other 
embodiments include multiple roaming reels, having the 
Same or different numbers of resulting Symbols. 
0056 Assume for purposes of example the single roam 
ing reel310 presents a Single Symbol when the roaming reel 
310 Stops Spinning. In Such an embodiment, the roaming reel 
310 moves (or has the appearance of moving) atop the base 
grid. When it stops moving along the grid, and when the 
roaming reel 310 Stops Spinning, a Symbol is presented at a 
location which in essence replaces the Symbol that would 
otherwise be presented at that location via the base reels. 
Paylines, Scatter payS, or other pay methodologies may then 
be determined using the Symbol provided by the roaming 
reel 310. 

0057 The symbols provided on the roaming reel310 may 
be any desired Symbols. For example, again assuming a 
single roaming reel 310, the roaming reel 310 may have two 
symbols that can ultimately be presented, such as a “Wild” 
symbol and a “Stop Wild” symbol. When the roaming reel 
310 presents the “Wild” symbol, the location at which the 
roaming reel 310 stops becomes a wild location. When the 
roaming reel 310 presents the “Stop Wild” symbol, the 
roaming reel 310 may be discontinued. 
0.058 Alternatively, a “Stop Wild” symbol may serve 
other or additional purposes, Such as removing that particu 
lar location (where the roaming reel310 stopped) thereafter 
“disabled” for further landings of the roaming reel 310. In 
Such embodiment, the roaming reel310 may continue roam 
ing, and replacing base reels, until certain locations have 
been disabled, Such as a predetermined number of grid 
locations, all grid locations, a pattern of grid locations (e.g., 
a payline of disabled grid locations), etc. 
0059. In another embodiment, additional symbols may be 
presented on the roaming reel 310 in addition to, or in lieu 
of, “Wild” or “Stop Wild” symbols. For example, one or 
more Symbols that are also provided via the base reels may 
be included on the roaming reel 310. As a more particular 
example, the base reel(s) may involve certain Symbols Such 
as a plum symbol. The roaming reel 310 may include one or 
more plum Symbols, and may additionally include other 
Symbols including a wild symbol(s), termination Symbol(s), 
other base reel symbol(s), and the like. 
0060. In one embodiment, the base reels spin at the same 
time that the roaming reel 310 spins. Thus, in this embodi 
ment, the roaming reel 310 moves or “roams' about the grid 
while the base reels are spinning. The roaming reel 310 may 
Stop spinning before, Simultaneously, or after the Spinning of 
the base reels. 

0061. In one embodiment, the base reels spin each time 
the roaming reel 310 is on the move. For example, the base 
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reels may spin while the roaming reel 310 moves, the 
roaming reel310 then Stops on a location, the base reels Stop 
Spinning, and the roaming reel310 Stops Spinning to provide 
a result. Then the base reels and roaming reel 310 start 
Spinning again, the roaming reel 310 again Stops on a 
location, the base reels Stop spinning, and the roaming reel 
310 Stops Spinning to provide a Second result. This can 
continue until a terminating event occurs, Such as a termi 
nation Symbol on the 310, a time duration has elapsed, a 
random number of Such roaming activities have occurred, a 
number/pattern of disabled grid locations have occurred, or 
any other predetermined condition occurs. The roaming reel 
embodiment may be used in a Standard/primary gaming 
activity, and/or in a bonus activity(s). 
0062) The roaming reel 310 of FIG. 3 illustrates an 
embodiment where one Symbol is presented when the roam 
ing reel 310 Stops Spinning, although multiple floating reels 
may be used and multiple Symbols may be presented when 
the floating reel(s) stop spinning. Further, the illustrated 
example provides a 15-line, 3x5 grid, but this could be 
applied to any grid layout and/or payline configuration. 

0.063. The roaming reel 310 is an additional reel, inde 
pendent of the game's base reels. In one embodiment it spins 
at the same time as the other reels, and in one embodiment 
uses a custom reel Strip with Special Symbols, although this 
is not necessary. The roaming reel 310 can move left, right, 
up, down, or diagonally (i.e. adjacent) any number of spaces. 
In another embodiment, it may jump around to non-adjacent 
Spaces in the grid. When the roaming reel 310 Stops moving 
about the grid, and stops Spinning, the Symbol that appears 
in the roaming reel's window will cover a symbol(s) in the 
base game reels. 
0.064 One exemplary application of the roaming reel 310 
could be used to control a free Spin bonus. For example, the 
floating reel's reel Strip could be made up of the following 
symbols: a 2x Wild 360, a 3x Wild 362, and a Stop Wild 364. 
The free spin can continue until the Stop Wild 364 is 
presented. This example outlines only one representative 
free Spin application of the roaming reel310, although many 
other possibilities exist. 

0065 FIG. 4A illustrates an exemplary method for facili 
tating participation in a gaming activity in accordance with 
the principles of the present invention. The method may be 
implemented in a primary (e.g., Standard) and/or Secondary 
(e.g., bonus) mode of activity. In the illustrated embodiment, 
a plurality of reels are presented 400 via a standard video or 
mechanical grid, where each reel includes at least one 
gaming Symbol. The presentation of the Symbols on those 
reels are modified 401 to present a new group of symbols 
from which payout awards can be determined. A replace 
ment reel is presented 402 to Supersede or otherwise dis 
place one or more Symbols/reels of the plurality of reels. It 
should be noted that while the depiction in FIG. 4A shows 
presenting 402 the replacement reel Subsequent to modify 
ing 401 the presentation of the symbols in the plurality of 
reels, this is merely a depiction and need not be the case. For 
example, the replacement reel may be presented 402 prior 
to, contemporaneously with, or Subsequent to modification 
401 of the symbols on the plurality of reels. Upon replace 
ment of a Symbol(s)/reel(s) by the replacement reel(s), 
results are established 403 using the gaming symbols of the 
plurality of reels and as updated by the replacement reel(s). 
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0066. In one embodiment, modifying 401 the presenta 
tion of the gaming Symbols on the reels includes, for 
example, Spinning 404 and ultimately stopping the reels, or 
otherwise changing 405 the symbols presented by the reels. 
The plurality of reels may include either or both of electronic 
(e.g., video) and mechanical reels. 
0067. One embodiment for presenting the replacement 
reel is particularly beneficial in Video implementations, 
where the replacement reel is moved 406 about the plurality 
of reels. For example, the replacement reel may be presented 
moved relative to and proximate the plurality of reels, Such 
as an overlay relative to the plurality of reels to give the 
appearance that the replacement reel is floating or otherwise 
roaming atop the plurality of reels. In Such an embodiment, 
the replacement reel may be stopped 407 at a position(s) to 
replace one or more Symbols/reels of the plurality of reels. 
Another embodiment particularly Suited for mechanical 
embodiments involves highlighting 408 or otherwise desig 
nating the symbol(s)/reel(s) of the plurality of reels to be 
Superseded by the replacement reel. For example, one of the 
plurality of mechanical reels may be highlighted, and an 
independent replacement reel then takes the place of the 
highlighted reel. 

0068 One embodiment also involves associating mul 
tiple replacement symbols with the replacement reel (e.g., 
providing a multi-symbol Virtual or physical reel Strip for the 
replacement reel). In Such an embodiment, at least one, and 
perhaps more of the replacement symbols are presented to 
Supersede gaming Symbols of the primary grid. 

0069 Embodiments also include providing gaming sym 
bols for the replacement reel(s) that are of the same set of 
gaming Symbols associated with the reels of the primary reel 
configuration (i.e., the plurality of reels). In Such an embodi 
ment, a Statistical probability of presenting a particular 
gaming Symbol on the replacement reel may differ from the 
Statistical probability of presenting the same particular gam 
ing Symbol via the reels of the reel configuration. In another 
embodiment, the replacement reel may include at least Some 
(which includes all) gaming symbols different than the 
gaming Symbols associated with the reels of the reel con 
figuration. Other embodiments involve providing bonus 
Symbols on the replacement reel(s), Such as multipliers, wild 
Symbols, instant payouts, or any other predetermined award. 
These functions may also be aggregated on Single Symbols, 
such as a symbol that provides both a wild symbol and a 
multiplier value. In other embodiments, a termination or 
“Stop' Symbol may be provided, Such that gaming activities 
utilizing the replacement reel continues until one or more 
occurrences of the Stop symbol. In Some embodiments, the 
replacement reel is used in connection with a Standard mode 
of play, and in other embodiments the replacement reel is 
presented in connection with a bonus event and discontinued 
upon the occurrence of a predetermined event (e.g., a stop 
Symbol, time duration, number of Spins, and the like. 

0070 FIG. 4B illustrates a flow chart of a gaming 
method in accordance with embodiments of the present 
invention, which may be implemented in a System and/or 
machine as described above. The exemplary method 
involves presenting 410 a display grid to a game player. One 
or more grid positions 420 are defined as associated with a 
roaming reel. One or more symbols are presented 430 on the 
roaming reel. If a stop Symbol 450 is not presented, winning 
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results are determined 440 using the one or more roaming 
reel Symbols to replace the Symbols at the associated grid 
positions 420. One or more symbols are presented 430 
again, until one or more stop symbols 450 cause an end 460 
to the roaming reel event. It should be noted that a payout 
may also be associated with a stop Symbol. 

0071 FIG. 5 illustrates a flow chart of another embodi 
ment of a gaming method in accordance with the present 
invention. The illustrated method involves presenting reels 
510 in a primary/base game to a game player. The base game 
is played, and a combination of Symbols invokes a bonus 
event 515. In the bonus event, one or more reels 510 are 
defined as associated with a roaming reel 520. One or more 
symbols are identified for presentation 530 on the roaming 
reel. If a stop symbol 550 is not presented 530, winning 
results are determined 540 using the roaming reel to replace 
the Symbols at the associated base game reels. The bonus 
event continues, and the base reels and roaming reels are 
Spun again 570. AS the reels are spinning, the roaming reel 
may be re-defined to be associated with a different base reel. 
One or more Symbols are again identified for presentation 
530 on the base reels and roaming reel(s), until one or more 
stop symbols 550 cause an end 560 to the bonus event. 

0072 FIG. 6 illustrates a flow chart of another embodi 
ment of a gaming method in accordance with embodiments 
of the present invention. The illustrated method involves 
presenting reels 610 in a base game to a game player. A base 
game is played, and a combination of symbols invokes a 
bonus event. In the bonus event, one or more reel elements 
610 are defined as associated with a roaming reel 620. One 
or more symbols are presented 630 on the roaming reel. If 
a stop symbol 650 is not selected, winning results are 
determined 640 using the presented symbols 630 to replace 
the Symbols at the associated base game reel elements 610. 
The bonus event continues, and the roaming reel is spun 
again 670. AS the reel is Spinning, the roaming reel is 
re-defined to be associated with a different base reel element. 
One or more symbols are presented 630 on the roaming reel, 
until one or more stop symbols 650 cause an end 660 to the 
roaming reel event. 

0.073 FIG. 7 is an embodiment of a casino-style gaming 
device 700 in which the principles of the present invention 
may be applied. For purposes of explanation, the description 
of the gaming device 700 in FIG. 7 is provided in terms of 
a slot machine. However, the present invention is analo 
gously applicable to other casino-style games. The Slot 
machine 700 includes at least a computing/processing capa 
bility, a housing, and a display. The housing includes a base 
702 and a display device 704 to allow the slot machine 700 
to be a self-supported, independent structure. The base 702 
includes structure Supporting the slot machine 700, and also 
includes a user interface 706 to allow the user to control and 
engage in play of the slot machine 700. The particular user 
interface mechanisms associated with user interface 706 is 
dependent on the type of gaming machine. For example, the 
user interface 706 may include one or more buttons, 
Switches, joysticks, levers, pull-down handles, trackballs, 
Voice-activated input, or any other user input System or 
mechanism that allows the user to play the particular gaming 
activity. 

0.074 The user input 706 allows the user to enter coins or 
otherwise obtain credits through vouchers, tokens, credit 
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cards, etc. Various mechanisms for entering Such vouchers, 
tokens, credit cards, coins, etc. are known in the art. For 
example, coin/token input mechanisms, card readers, credit 
card readers, Smart card readers, punch card readers, and 
other mechanisms may be used to enter wagers. It is through 
the user input 706 that the user can initiate the standard 
mode of play, and may optionally control certain aspects of 
the bonus mode of play. Further, the user input may allow 
the user to control aspects Such as when the roaming reel 
Stops roaming, when the roaming reel stops Spinning, etc. 
0075. In the case of a slot machine, the user input may 
include a plurality of buttons, e.g., button 708, which allow 
the user to enter a number of credits to play, identify the 
number of paylines in which to participate, cash out, auto 
matically bet the maximum amount and paylines, etc. It 
should be recognized that a wide variety of other user 
interface options are available for use in connection with the 
present invention, including pressing a button on a gaming 
machine, touching a Segment of a touch-Screen, entering 
text, entering voice commands, or other known user entry 
methodology. The particular user interface mechanism 
employed is not relevant to the present invention. 
0076. The display device 704 includes a display screen 
710. The display device may take on a variety of forms 
depending on what type of presentation is to be provided. 
For example, a slot game area 720 is provided where the 
Standard slot gaming activity is displayed. In this example, 
the Standard slot gaming activity includes five Video reels 
722, 723, 724, 725, and 726, and three paylines depicted as 
the 15' payline 728, the 2" payline 730, and the 3' payline 
732. The display elements occur at the intersections of each 
Video reel and payline. 
0077 Also associated with the display device 704 is an 
optional payout guide or pay table area 712, where infor 
mation associated with the potential winning Symbol com 
binations of the Standard slot game activity may be pre 
Sented. This area may also provide an indication of the 
requisite Symbols, Symbol combinations, Symbol locations, 
etc. that are required to invoke the bonus mode in accor 
dance with embodiments of the invention. This information 
may be part of the display screen 710, or alternatively may 
be separate from the display screen 710 and provided 
directly on a portion of the display device 704 structure 
itself. For example, a backlit colored panel may be used as 
the winning guide area 712. 

0078. An indicator 750, such as an outline in this 
example, indicates that the W symbol indicated by the 
indicator 750 involves a roaming reel 760. The roaming reel 
760, in this example, associates a 3x payout to the W symbol 
indicated by the indicator 750. Roaming reel base games as 
well as bonus events, Such as described above, may be 
implemented in the slot machine 700 using the roaming reel 
760. In a video embodiment, the roaming reel 760 may be 
visually presented over the reel 750 to be replaced. 

0079 The gaming machines described in connection with 
the present invention may be independent casino gaming 
machines, Such as slot machines or other special purpose 
gaming kiosks, Video games, or may be computing Systems 
operating under the direction of local gaming Software 
and/or remotely-provided Software Such as provided by an 
application Service provider (ASP). The casino gaming 
machines utilize computing Systems to control and manage 
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the gaming activity. An example of a representative com 
puting System capable of carrying out operations in accor 
dance with embodiments of the invention is illustrated in 
FIG 8. 

0080 Hardware, firmware, software or a combination 
thereof may be used to perform the various gaming func 
tions, display presentations and operations described herein. 
The functional modules used in connection with the inven 
tion may reside in a gaming machine as described, or may 
alternatively reside on a Stand-alone or networked computer. 
The computing structure 800 of FIG. 8 is an example 
computing Structure that can be used in connection with 
Such electronic gaming machines, computers, or other com 
puter-implemented devices to carry out operations of the 
present invention. 
0081. The example computing arrangement 800 suitable 
for performing the gaming and bonus group functions in 
accordance with the present invention typically includes a 
central processor (CPU) 802 coupled to random access 
memory (RAM) 804 and some variation of read-only 
memory (ROM) 806. The ROM 806 may also be other types 
of Storage media to Store programs, Such as programmable 
ROM (PROM), erasable PROM (EPROM), etc. The pro 
cessor 802 may communicate with other internal and exter 
nal components through input/output (I/O) circuitry 808 and 
bussing 810, to provide control Signals, communication 
Signals, and the like. 
0082 Random numbers and processors govern chance 
based gaming Systems. Such as slot machines, in which the 
present invention is applicable. Electronic reels are used to 
display the result of the digital reels, which are actually 
Stored in computer memory and "spun by a random number 
generator (RNG). RNGs are well known in the art, and may 
be implemented using hardware, Software operable in con 
nection with the processor 802, or some combination of 
hardware and Software. 

0.083. In accordance with generally known technology in 
the field of slot machines, the processor 802 associated with 
the slot machine, under appropriate program instruction, can 
simulate the rotation of multiple reels. Generally, the RNG 
continuously cycles through numbers, even when the 
machine is not being played. The slot machine Selects, for 
example, three random numbers. The numbers chosen at the 
moment the play is initiated are typically the numbers used 
to determine the final outcome, i.e., the outcome is Settled 
the moment the reels are spun. The resulting random num 
bers are generally divided by a fixed number. This fixed 
number is often thirty-two, but for slot machines with large 
progressive jackpots it may be even greater. After dividing, 
the remainders will be retained. For example, if the divisor 
were one-hundred and twenty-eight, the machine would 
have three remainders ranging from Zero to one-hundred and 
twenty-Seven. The remainderS may be considered as Stops 
on Virtual reels. If the divisor was one-hundred twenty-eight, 
then the virtual reels would each have one-hundred twenty 
eight Stops with each Stop being equally likely. Each Stop on 
the Virtual reel may be mapped to a stop on an actual reel or 
displayed reel image. These reel images may then be dis 
played on the display 820. 
0084. The present invention is operable using any known 
RNG, and may be integrally programmed as part of the 
processor 802 operation, or alternatively may be a Separate 
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RNG controller 840. RNGs are well known in the art, and 
any type of RNG may be implemented for the standard mode 
of play and/or the bonus mode of play in accordance with 
embodiments of the invention. 

0085. The computing arrangement 800 may also include 
one or more data Storage devices, including hard and floppy 
disk drives 812, CD-ROM drives 814, and other hardware 
capable of reading and/or Storing information Such as DVD, 
etc. In one embodiment, Software for carrying out the 
Standard and bonus gaming operations in accordance with 
the present invention may be Stored and distributed on a 
CD-ROM 816, diskette 818 or other form of media capable 
of portably Storing information. These Storage media may be 
inserted into, and read by, devices such as the CD-ROM 
drive 814, the disk drive 812, etc. The software may also be 
transmitted to the computing arrangement 800 via data 
Signals, Such as being downloaded electronically via a 
network, Such as the Internet. Further, as previously 
described, the Software for carrying out the functions asso 
ciated with the present invention may alternatively be Stored 
in internal memory/storage of the computing device 800, 
Such as in the ROM 806. 

0086 The computing arrangement 800 is coupled to the 
display 820, which represents a display on which the gaming 
activities in accordance with embodiments of the invention 
are presented. The display 820 merely represents the “pre 
Sentation' of the Video information in accordance with 
embodiments of the invention, and may be any type of 
known display or presentation Screen, Such as LCD displayS, 
plasma display, cathode ray tubes (CRT), etc. Where the 
computing device 800 represents a stand-alone or networked 
computer, the display 820 may represent a Standard com 
puter terminal or display capable of displaying multiple 
windows, frames, etc. Where the computing device is 
embedded within an electronic gaming machine, Such as Slot 
machine 700 of FIG. 7, the display 820 corresponds to the 
display screen 710 of FIG. 7. A user input interface 822 such 
as a mouse or keyboard may be provided where the com 
puting device 800 is associated with a standard computer. An 
embodiment of a user input interface 822 is illustrated in 
connection with an electronic gaming machine 700 of FIG. 
7 as the various “buttons'708. Other user input interface 
devices include a keyboard, a mouse, a microphone, a touch 
pad, a touch Screen, Voice-recognition System, etc. 

0087. The computing arrangement 800 may be connected 
to other computing devices or gaming machines, Such as via 
a network. The computing arrangement 800 may be con 
nected to a network server 828 in an intranet or local 
network configuration. The computer may further be part of 
a larger network configuration as in a global area network 
(GAN). Such as the Internet. In Such a case, the computer 
accesses one or more web servers 830 via the Internet 832. 

0088. Other components directed to slot machine imple 
mentations include manners of gaming participant payment, 
and gaming machine payout. For example, a slot machine 
including the computing arrangement 800 may also include 
a hopper controller 842 to determine the amount of payout 
to be provided to the participant. The hopper controller may 
be integrally implemented with the processor 802, or alter 
natively as a separate hopper controller 842. A hopper 844 
may also be provided in Slot machine embodiments, where 
the hopper Serves as the mechanism holding the coins/tokens 
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of the machine. The wager input module 846 represents any 
mechanism for accepting coins, tokens, coupons, bills, credit 
cards, Smart cards, membership cards, etc. for which a 
participant inputs a wager amount. 
0089. Using the foregoing specification, the invention 
may be implemented as a machine, process, or article of 
manufacture by using Standard programming and/or engi 
neering techniques to produce programming Software, firm 
ware, hardware or any combination thereof. 
0090 Any resulting program(s), having computer-read 
able program code, may be embodied within one or more 
computer-usable media Such as memory devices or trans 
mitting devices, thereby making a computer program prod 
uct or article of manufacture according to the invention. AS 
such, the terms “computer readable medium,”“article of 
manufacture,”“computer program product' or other similar 
language as used herein are intended to encompass a com 
puter program which exists permanently, temporarily, or 
transitorily on any computer-usable medium Such as on any 
memory device or in any transmitting device. 
0.091 From the description provided herein, one skilled 
in the art will be able to combine the Software created as 
described with appropriate general purpose or special pur 
pose computer hardware to create a computer System and/or 
computer Subcomponents embodying the invention, and to 
create a computing System and/or computer Subcomponents 
for carrying out methods of the invention. 
0092. Many modifications and variations are possible in 
light of the above teaching. For example, the present inven 
tion is not limited to what is traditionally known as “slot 
machines.” The present invention is applicable to any gam 
ing device allowing participation in primary and/or Second 
ary gaming activities. Also, while the illustrated embodi 
ments have been described in large part in connection with 
a "slot machine, other gaming Systems and concepts are 
also within the Scope of the invention, Such as Video poker 
games, card games, lotteries, and other casino events imple 
menting the appropriate display mechanism. 
0093. Further, in embodiments where the invention is 
implemented in a primary gaming activity or other Standard 
mode of play, Such embodiments may be configured to allow 
the participant to continually engage in Such a repeated 
elimination slot game without entering a bonus mode. In 
Such a case, it may be desirable to reduce the amount of the 
payouts, adjust the pay table, alter the probability of termi 
nating a roaming reel, or otherwise adjusting the probability 
of winning to maintain desired odds of the gaming device. 
0094 AS can be seen from the foregoing description, the 
exemplary embodiments of the invention described herein 
have been presented for the purposes of illustration and 
description, and many modifications and variations are 
possible in light of the above teaching. The description of 
these exemplary embodiments is not intended to be exhaus 
tive or to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed. 
It is thus not intended that the scope of the invention be 
limited with this detailed description, but rather by the 
claims appended hereto. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for facilitating participation in a gaming 

activity, comprising: 
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presenting a reel configuration comprising a plurality of 
reels, wherein each of the reels comprises one or more 
asSociated gaming Symbols; 

modifying a presentation of the one or more gaming 
Symbols on one or more of the plurality of reels, 

presenting a replacement reel to SuperSede at least one of 
the gaming Symbols, and 

establishing results of the gaming activity using the 
gaming Symbols of the plurality of reels and the 
replacement reel. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein presenting a replace 
ment reel comprises associating a plurality of replacement 
Symbols with the replacement reel, and presenting at least 
one of the replacement Symbols to SuperSede the at least one 
of the gaming Symbols. 

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 

moving the replacement reel about at least a portion of the 
reel configuration; and 

Stopping the movement of the replacement reel proximate 
at least one of the gaming Symbols to establish its 
SuperSeding position. 

4. The method of claim 3, wherein moving the replace 
ment reel comprises moving a visual depiction of the 
replacement reel as an overlay relative to the reel configu 
ration. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein presenting a reel 
configuration comprises presenting a Video reel configura 
tion comprising a plurality of Video reels, and wherein 
presenting a replacement reel comprises presenting a Video 
replacement reel as an overlay relative to the Video reel 
configuration. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein presenting a reel 
configuration comprises presenting a mechanical reel con 
figuration comprising a plurality of mechanical reels. 

7. The method of claim 6, wherein presenting a replace 
ment reel to Supersede at least one of the gaming Symbols 
comprises presenting a Video or mechanical replacement 
reel independent of the mechanical reel configuration, and 
distinguishing the at least one of the gaming Symbols to be 
Superseded by the Video or mechanical replacement reel 
from remaining gaming Symbols of the mechanical reel 
configuration. 

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising differenti 
ating the at least one of the gaming Symbols to be Superseded 
by the at least one replacement reel from remaining gaming 
Symbols of the reel configuration. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein modifying a presen 
tation of the one or more gaming Symbols on one or more of 
the plurality of reels comprises Spinning the plurality of reels 
and Stopping the plurality of reels to present a new presen 
tation of the one or more gaming Symbols on the plurality of 
reels. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein spinning the plurality 
of reels comprises mechanically Spinning a plurality of 
mechanical reels. 

11. The method of claim 9, wherein spinning the plurality 
of reels comprises visually Spinning a plurality of Video 
reels. 
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12. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
moving the replacement reel about at least a portion of the 

reel configuration during the Spinning of the plurality of 
reels, and 

Stopping the movement of the replacement reel proximate 
at least one of the gaming Symbols to establish its 
SuperSeding position. 

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the replacement reel 
comprises gaming Symbols of the same Set of gaming 
Symbols associated with the reels of the reel configuration. 

14. The method of claim 13, wherein a statistical prob 
ability of presenting a particular gaming Symbol on the 
replacement reel differs from a statistical probability of 
presenting the same particular gaming Symbol on the reels of 
the reel configuration. 

15. The method of claim 1, wherein the replacement reel 
comprises at least Some gaming Symbols different than the 
gaming Symbols associated with the reels of the reel con 
figuration. 

16. The method of claim 1, wherein the replacement reel 
comprises bonus Symbols including any one or more of 
multipliers and wild symbols. 

17. The method of claim 1, wherein the replacement reel 
comprises one or more bonus Symbols representing both 
wild Symbols and multiplier values, and one or more termi 
nation Symbols. 

18. The method of claim 17, wherein presenting a replace 
ment reel to Supersede at least one of the gaming symbols 
comprises presenting the replacement reel for the gaming 
activity until presentation of the termination Symbol. 

19. The method of claim 1, wherein presenting a replace 
ment reel comprises presenting the replacement reel as a 
bonus event. 

20. The method of claim 19, wherein presenting the 
replacement reel as a bonus event comprises presenting the 
replacement reel in response to an occurrence of any one or 
more predetermined Symbol combinations. 

21. The method of claim 20, further comprising discon 
tinuing presentation of the replacement reel upon termina 
tion of the bonus event. 

22. The method of claim 1, wherein each of the plurality 
of reels presents one symbol. 

23. The method of claim 1, wherein each of the plurality 
of reels presents multiple gaming Symbols acroSS multiple 
paylines. 

24. The method of claim 1, wherein the replacement reel 
presents one symbol. 

25. The method of claim 1, wherein the replacement reel 
presents multiple gaming Symbols acroSS multiple paylines. 

26. The method of claim 1, further comprising presenting 
a plurality of the replacement reels to Supersede a plurality 
of the gaming Symbols. 

27. A method for facilitating participation in a gaming 
activity, comprising: 

presenting a reel configuration comprising a plurality of 
reels, wherein each of the reels comprises one or more 
asSociated gaming Symbols; 

modifying a presentation of the one or more gaming 
Symbols on one or more of the plurality of reels, 

presenting a plurality of replacement reels to respectively 
Supersede a plurality of the gaming Symbols, and 
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establishing results of the gaming activity using the 
gaming Symbols of the plurality of reels and the plu 
rality of replacement reels. 

28. A gaming method, comprising: 
presenting a game comprising a plurality of primary grid 

elements to a game player; 
providing a Secondary grid element comprising a plurality 

of Secondary game Symbols, the plurality of Secondary 
game Symbols including a Stop symbol; 

asSociating the Secondary grid element with at least one of 
the plurality of primary grid elements, 

presenting game Symbols in each of the primary grid 
elements not associated with the Secondary grid ele 
ment, 

presenting at least one Secondary game Symbol, randomly 
Selected from the plurality of Secondary game Symbols, 
in the Secondary grid element; 

awarding the game player according to a pay table based 
on the game Symbols in each of the primary grid 
elements not associated with the Secondary grid ele 
ment in combination with the presented Secondary 
game Symbol; and 

Stopping the gaming method in response to presentation 
of the Stop symbol in the Secondary grid element. 

29. The method as in claim 28, comprising repeatedly 
moving the association of the secondary grid element from 
its current associated primary grid element to a different 
primary grid element between Subsequent presentations of 
Symbols and Subsequent awardings of the player. 

30. The method as in claim 28, comprising repeatedly 
moving the association of the Secondary grid element from 
its current associated primary grid element to an adjacent 
primary grid element between Subsequent presentations of 
Symbols and Subsequent awardings of the player. 

31. The method as in claim 28, wherein presenting the one 
Secondary game Symbol comprises repetitively displaying 
each of the plurality of Secondary game Symbols in the 
Secondary grid element prior to the random Selection from 
the plurality of Secondary game Symbols of the one Second 
ary game Symbol. 

32. A gaming method, comprising: 
presenting a game comprising a plurality of primary grid 

elements to a game player; 
providing a plurality of Secondary grid elements compris 

ing a plurality of Secondary game Symbols, the plurality 
of Secondary game Symbols including a stop Symbol; 

asSociating each of the plurality of Secondary grid ele 
ments with a plurality of the plurality of primary grid 
elements, 

presenting game Symbols in each of the primary grid 
elements not associated with the plurality of Secondary 
grid elements, 

presenting at least one Secondary game Symbol, randomly 
Selected from the plurality of Secondary game Symbols, 
in each of the plurality of Secondary grid elements, 

awarding the game player according to a pay table based 
on the game Symbols presented in each of the primary 
grid elements not associated with one of the plurality of 
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Secondary grid elements in combination with the pre 
Sented Secondary game Symbols, and 

Stopping the gaming method in response to presentation 
of the stop symbol in one or more of the plurality of 
Secondary grid elements. 

33. The method as in claim 32, comprising repeatedly 
moving the association of the Secondary grid elements from 
their current associated primary grid element to different 
primary grid elements between Subsequent presentations of 
Symbols and Subsequent awardings of the player. 

34. The method as in claim 32, comprising repeatedly 
moving the association of the Secondary grid elements from 
their current associated primary grid element to adjacent 
primary grid elements between Subsequent presentations of 
Symbols and Subsequent awardings of the player. 

35. The method as in claim 32, wherein presenting the one 
Secondary game Symbol in each of the plurality of Secondary 
grid elements comprises repetitively displaying each of the 
plurality of Secondary game Symbols in each of the plurality 
of Secondary grid elements prior to the random Selection 
from the plurality of Secondary game Symbols of the one 
Secondary game Symbol for each of the plurality of Second 
ary grid elements. 

36. A gaming method, comprising: 
defining a bonus event trigger; 
presenting a base game comprising a plurality of primary 

grid elements, 
initiating a bonus event in response to an occurrence of 

the bonus event trigger, 
providing one or more Secondary grid elements, 
asSociating the one or more Secondary grid elements with 

one or more of the plurality of primary grid elements, 
presenting base game Symbols in each of the primary grid 

elements, 
presenting a randomly Selected Secondary game Symbol in 

each of the one or more Secondary grid elements, the 
randomly Selected Secondary game Symbol Selected 
from at least one Stop symbol and at least one additional 
symbol; 
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awarding the player according to a pay table based on the 
presented base game Symbols in combination with the 
presented Secondary game Symbols; 

exiting the bonus event upon presentation of the at least 
one Stop symbol presented in the one or more Second 
ary grid elements, and 

returning to the base game. 
37. A casino gaming apparatus hosting a gaming activity, 

comprising: 
a Video or mechanical display grid including a plurality of 

primary grid elements, each having a plurality of pri 
mary game Symbols; 

at least one Secondary grid element comprising a plurality 
of Secondary game Symbols, and 

a processor configured to present the primary and Sec 
ondary grid elements, present the at least one Secondary 
grid element as a replacement element to at least one of 
the primary grid elements, and determine results of the 
gaming activity based on the primary game Symbols in 
conjunction with one or more of the Secondary game 
Symbols of the replacement element. 

38. A computer-readable medium having computer-ex 
ecutable instructions Stored thereon and executable by a 
computing System for facilitating participation in a gaming 
activity, the computer-executable instructions performing 
Steps comprising: 

presenting a reel configuration comprising a plurality of 
reels, wherein each of the reels comprises one or more 
asSociated gaming Symbols; 

modifying a presentation of the one or more gaming 
Symbols on one or more of the plurality of reels, 

presenting a replacement reel to SuperSede at least one of 
the gaming Symbols, and 

establishing results of the gaming activity using the 
gaming Symbols of the plurality of reels and the 
replacement reel. 
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